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- Cult 2: An awful Weekend – pages 26 + 27 

- Cult 2: ‘Plans for the Future’ – speaking activity on a gap year. Pages 44 + 45. 

- Cult 2: ‘The Beautiful Game’ – reading, exercises and speaking activity on your favourite sport. Pages 56 + 57 

- Cult 2: ‘Odd Jobs’ – reading, exercises and speaking activity on your future job. Pages 58 + 59 

- Cult 2: ‘Acting Stupid with Friends’: Reading, exercises and class discussion Pages 62 + 63 

- Cult 2: ‘Feng Shui’ – vocabulary on houses and furniture. Pages 72 + 73. 

- Cult 2: ‘Haunted Houses’ – reading,  exercises and class discussion. Pages 102 + 103. 

-- PowerPoint presentations: Strange homes around the world. 

- Cult 2: ‘The Big Sleep’ - reading,  exercises and class discussion. Pages194 + 195 

- Cult 2: ‘ Endorphins’ - reading,  exercises and class discussion. Pages 198 + 199. 

- Cult 2: ‘Smart Inventions’ – reading and exercises .Pages 201 + 211 

- PowerPoint presentations on weird inventions. 

- Cult 2: ‘The Death of TV’ - reading,  exercises and class discussion. Pages 228 + 229. 

- Cult 2: ‘Ray- Bans’ – reading and  exercises. Pages 240 + 241. 

- Book (Blackcat/Cideb): ‘The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde’ -  reading, summaries, exercises and final test. 

-  Speaking activity: Describing an accident. 

- PET speaking activity: Role play – organising a meal out with your classmates. 

- Photocopy on Christmas in the UK: comparing cultures and traditions 

- Book (Blackcat):‘3 stories of Detection – Sherlock Holmes Investigates’; reading, summaries, exercises and final test. 

- PET  Cambridge listening tests (B1) 
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